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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will study the following system of partial differential 
equations, which is called the Vlasov-Poisson system 
;rct, JG U)+Ugf(t,X, V)+E(t,x)~f(t,x,u)=O, (1.1) 
where (1.2) 
p(t, x) := jRnfc t,x,u)dv,tZO,x,uER”,y= +l,fl,=,=cp. 
We will denote this system by (VP). The function f describes the develop- 
ment in time of a particle-distribution in the phase-space R” x R”. The 
motion of the particles is, via Vlasov’s equation (l.l), determined by E, 
which is a Newtonian force (attracting) for y = -1 and a Coulomb force 
(repulsing) for y = 1. E at the time t is, via Poisson’s equation (1.2) deter- 
mined by the particle-distribution at t, so that the problem is nonlinear. 
The distribution at time 0 is given by cp. 
We will study only classical solutions of (VP), i.e., solutions for which 
the characteristic system of (1.1) has unique classical solutions. In this case 
the existence of local solutions is known for every n E N [ 11,9]. Global 
existence is known in the following cases: 
n=2 [14], 
n = 3 and cp spherically symmetric [4,9], 
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n = 4 and cp spherically symmetric and small [lo], 
n = 3 and cp cylindrically symmetric [lo], 
n = 3 and cp small Cl], 
n = 3, y = 1, and q nearly spherically symmetric [ 131. 
Further, it is known that for n 3 4 there are q (even in C,“(R” x R”)), so 
that the corresponding solutions exist only on a finite time interval [9]. 
In the present paper we will show global existence for n = 3 and general 
initial data. 
In Section 2 we introduce some notation and the assumptions on the 
initial value. Further, we define what we call a solution of (VP). In 
Section 3 we cite and prove some useful estimates and give the following 
sufficient condition for global existence. If the velocity-changes of the 
particles is bounded on bounded timeintervals, then the solution is global. 
In Section 4 we study the “largeness” of some special subsets of the 
velocity-space. Using these results and the boundedness of the kinetic 
energy we estimate in Section 5 the influence of “high” densities near a 
given trajectory (near in the configuration-space) on its accelleration. In 
Section 6 we show, that “high” densities near a particle-trajectory play the 
main part in its velocity-changes. By the estimations of Section 5 we can 
satisfy the sufficient condition of Section 3 from which global existence 
follows. 
This paper would not have been possible without the work of J. Batt and 
E. Horst. J. Batt developed the existence theory of (VP) in [3] and in [4] 
established a first version of the condition for global existence, which we 
introduce in Section 3. E. Horst improved the assumptions on the initial 
condition and showed the boundedness of the kinetic energy [lo], which 
is essential for our proof. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let X, y E R”, R > 0 then xy denotes the inner product, (xl= @ the 
Euclidian norm and BR(x) := {y E R” 1 Ix - yl < R} the open ball with 
center x and radius R. For an interval Zc R,+ let C+(Z) := {g: Z-r R,+ I g 
is continuous and nondecreasing}. All integrals are Lebesgue-integrals, and 
for k, ZE N, p E [ 1, co] let L,(Rk, R’) := {g: R“ + R’ I g measurable, 
(IgIl,< co} with the usual norm llgllp, Z,,(R’) :=L,(Rk, R). 1, denotes the 
characteristic function of Q for a c Rk. For measurable Q and g: Rk + R’ 
let II gll,, := ))g . l,)),. For Q c Rk, d # @ let C(Q, R’) := {g: a --, R’ I g is 
continuous}, Cb(Rk, R’) := {g E C(Rk, R’) I g is bounded} with the usual 
norm II . II m. If g: R,+ x Rk + R, we often write g(t) instead of g(t, e). 
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Reference [9] contains a sufficient condition for global existence with 
quite general assumptions. Because we use this condition (somewhat 
modified), most of the following notation and definitions are taken from 
there. We also use constants ci r, c~,~, . . . which do not depend on cp and 
Ki,I 7 Ki,2, **. which do. The first’index i always denotes the number of the 
lemma or theorem, where it is defined. 
General Assumption 1. We always assume 
(i) y= -1 or y= +l, 
(ii) cp E LI(R” x R”), cp > 0 satisfying 
(a) there exist K,,l, K,,, > 0, such that for all a 2 0 
I 
* 
Sup{ld~, u)l I Y, UER", b-4 <a) ~~dKl,l(Kl,z+a)" 
R" 
(j* . . . du denotes the upper Lebesgue-integral cf. [7, p. 11% 1). 
(b) there exists an h E C, (R,+ ), such that for all a 2 0 
IdYP u) - 447 w)l 
I(Y> u) - k w)l 
(Y, u), (z, w) E R” x R”, (Y, u) 
#(z, w), Iu-211 <a, (W-III <a dudh(a), 
i 
(c) JR” u2dx, u) d(x, u) < co. 
DEFINITION 2. Let TE 10, co 1. We call f: [0, T[ x R” x R” + R a 
solution of (VP), if the following conditions hold 
(i) f(O) = cp. 
(ii) ((Y, 0) I-+ Y((X - y)llx - A”) f(t, Y, 0)) E L(R” x R”, W for all 
tc [0, T[, XER”. 
(iii) If we define p(t, x) := jR” f(t, x, u) do, then E(t, x) := 
JR” y((x- y)/lx - ~1”) p(t, y) dy is continuous on [0, T[ x R”, E(t)E 
C,(R”, R”) for all t E [0, T[, and there exist b,, 6,~ C+( [0, T[), so that 
for all t E [0, T[ 
IIE(t)ll m d bAtI> 
sup IE(t, z) - E(t, WI < 6 (t) 
z+w Iz-WI ’ E . 
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(iv) f is an integral of the system of ordinary differential equations 
k= v, PI= qt, X), tE co, m (2.1) 
(which has a unique solution on [0, T[ for any initial value because of 
(iii)), i.e., every solution (X, V) : [0, T[ --, R” x R” of (2.1) satisfies 
At, x(t), V(t)) =f(O, W), V(O)) 
= 4+w), V(O))? tE [O, T[. 
We call the solution f global, if T = 00, and local otherwise. 
About local existence of solutions of (VP) we know 
THEOREM 3. Let n EN and assume that cp satisfies the conditions in 1. 
Then [0, T[ # 0. 
Proof This follows from [9, 2.8 and 4.43. 
DEFINITION AND LEMMA 4. Let f be a solution of (VP) on [0, T[ and 
for t, E [O, T[, x, u E R” let 
tuna,& u)= (at, t,, 4 u), V(t, t,, 4 u)h te CO, TC, 
be the solution of the characteristic system (2.1) that satisfies the initial 
condition 
A,,,& u)= V(t1, t,, 4 u), vt1, t,, 4 u))= k 0). 
Then the following assertions hold 
(i) A ., . (., .) is continuous on [0, T[ x [0, T[ x R” x R”. 
(ii) For tl, t,, t3E [0, T[ 
A t,, tz04r tj = A,,, tj. (2.2) 
(iii) Because f is an integral of the characteristic system (2.1), we 
have for all t E [0, T [, x, u E R” 
especially we have 
At> x> u)= cp(&,,bv u))> (2.3) 
Ilf(t)ll co = IlcpIIcc (2.4) 
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and, according to (2.2), for tr , t, E [0, T[, x, u E R” 
f(t1, x3 u) =f(f*, At, t,(x, 0)). (2.5) 
(iv) Let t,, t,E [IO, r[, then A,,,rz: R”xR”+R”xR” is a measure- 
preserving homeomorphism. 
Proof: The proof of (iv) can be found in [2, p. 621. All other assertions 
are standard theory of first order partial differential equations, cf. [8, 
p 131ff]. 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTION~AND A CRITERION 
FOR GLOBAL EXISTENCE 
In this section we will prove some estimations which we need later and 
give a sufficient condition for the existence of global classical solutions of 
(VP). 
General Assumption 5. (i) Let the dimension n = 3. 
(ii) Let the initial condition cp be fixed, satisfying the General 
Assumption 1, and f the corresponding maximal solution of (VP) on 
CO, TC. 
THEOREM 6. There exists a KS > 0, so that for all t E [0, T [ we have 
s u*f(t, x, u) 4x, u) 6 I&. R6 
Proof [lo, Theorem 5.81. 
LEMMA 7. Let 0 < a < b. Then for all o E L,(R3), c 3 0 with 
I.lba~L,(R3) we have l.(“a~Li(R~). Furthermore, there exists a c,,~,~>O 
depending only on a and b, so that for all measurable 52 c R3 
(3 + a)/(3 + 6) 
. 
Proof: W.1.o.g. let CJ f 0 and 52 = R3 (otherwise take 1 R. 0 instead of c), 
then, setting 
J := lR3 1~1’ a(z) dz and 
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we have 
G lid 00 1 
121 < R 
Izl”dz+j,z,>R IZl”-b lzlb4z)dz 
= lldllm &R’+“+R”-“J 
(b - a)/(3 + b) ~‘3 + oM3 + b) 
LEMMA 8. There exists KS > 0, so that II p(t)/1 5,3 d KS for all t E [0, T[. 
ProofI By Lemma 7 with a :=O, b :=2, together with (2.4) and 
Theorem 6 we have for t E [O, T [ 
dx 
LEMMA 9. There exist I+, cg32, K,>O, so that for all r, R>O, 
t E [0, T[, xeR3 we have 
IEk -4 <GU MN, r+c9,, IINl13,BRdn~3 $ 0 
+ K9R-4/5, 
where In + := max(ln, O}. 
Proof. Setting i := min{r, R}, we have 
IE(f, x)l <JR3 j---&p dt, y) 4 
< s --dy+j .--dy+ j” . . . dy. lx-yl <P i<lX--yldR Rd Ix--~1 
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By application of Hoelder’s inequality we obtain 
P(4x)l Q IlP(~)llaj,r~y,<~&2dy 
+ llP(~il13.B~,~~~i~,~~~,~~ ($J dy)2i 
+ II #4t)ll s/3 
(L ($J2 dy)i15 
647~ II P(~)II m r+ (47d2/3 II P(~)II~,~~~~~ ln2j3 
R 
0 
; 
+ (242’5 II~(t)ll5,3 R-4’5. 
The assertion follows by Lemma 8. 
DEFINITION AND LEMMA 10. We define h,, hE, h,: [0, T[ + R,+ by 
h,(t) := sup{ IV(0, T,x,u)-uv( Ix,u~R”,O<z<t}, 
h&):=sup{IE(z,x)l (x~R~,O<r<t}, 
h,(d :=suP(IP( 7,x)1 lx~R~,O<r<t}. 
Then h,, h,, h, are nondecreasing, and there exist KIO,E, KIO,p > 0, so that 
for all t E [0, T[ we have 
hE(t) G fGo,&‘9(0, (3.6) 
h,(t) G j-’ hh) & (3.7) 
0 
h,O) d K,o,,(l + hAN3. (3.8) 
Proof: Let t E [0, T[, r E [0, f], x E R3. 
(3.6): If we set r = R := II p(r)\1 ;‘I9 in Lemma 9, it follows that 
IE(7, XII Gc,,, IId7)llm R+K9R-4’5 
= (c9.1 + K9) II P(7)ll z9. 
We obtain (3.6) by taking the supremum. 
(3.7): [9, Lemma 2.5(i)]. 
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(3.8): Regarding the monotonicity of h,, we have by [9, Lemma 
2.5(i)] 
II P(~)llcc d K,,,W,,, + h”(N3. 
With K,,,, :=K,,, max{ 1, KT,2} the assertion follows by taking the 
supremum. 
PROPOSITION 11. Ifthere exists a H,E C+(R$), so thatfor all tE [0, T[ 
we have 
h,(t) G ffAt)> 
then T= co, i.e., (VP) has a global solution. 
Proof: The assertion can easily be proved with means of [9], because 
every solution of (VP), that satisfies the condition above on an interval 
[0, t[, can be continued onto an interval [0, t +E[, where E =~(h,(t)) 
depends monotonically decreasing on h,(t). So, if we assume T < co and 
take t > T- &(H,(T)), we can continue f onto [0, t + E[ 5 [0, T[, which is 
a contradiction to the maximality of [0, T[. The exact argument can be 
found in [12]. 
There also exists an exact proof by J. Batt [6], based on the interation 
method which he used in his former papers (see [2, 3, 43). 
Remark. The content of Proposition 11 has been well known for a 
couple of years (see [S]), but we did not find it in the literature in the 
version we needed. 
4. SPECIAL SUBSETS OF THE VELOCITY-SPACE 
In this section we consider the trajectories passing through a point x of 
the configuration-space at a time t and subsets of the velocity-space at x 
and at time t, that are defined by certain properties of the trajectories. We 
study, how the “largeness” of the subsets depends on these properties. 
LEMMA 12. Let i, t ER, i-c t and VE C([i, t], R3), so that ( V(s) - 
Vt)l G f I Vt)l on [i, t], and let X [i, t] -+ R3, SH j; V(o) da. Then JXJ is 
nonascending on [i, t]. 
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Proof By assumption we have for all s E [t; t [ 
Nowforallx,y,z~R~ with Ix-z~~~~z~,I~-z~~~IzI we have 
xy = (z + (x - z))(z + (y -z)) 
>z*-(lx-zl+ [y-z\) IZI - lx--z1 ly-zl 
> z* - $ z* - (4)’ z* = $ z* > 0, 
so that setting x :=X(s)/(s- t), y := V(s), z := V(t), we obtain (X(S)/ 
(S - t)) V(S) > 0 on [t; t[. Therefore, (d/ds) X*(s) = 2X(s) V(s) < 0, and the 
assertion is proved. 
LEMMA 13. There exist K,,, 1, K13,*, K,3,3, so that for t E [0, T[, 
x E R3, 0 < A, < t and d > 0 the following assertion is true, If we define 
then, setting Z,(t) := ln’j3(K13,2d18/5hi’5(t)), we have 
s Kn,4;‘9(0 L(~)AI 3 At, x, 0) do6 Ilcpllm y1cr.x) 1 - K13,3hr’45(t) AId-13j5 ’ 
whenever the right-hand side is defined and positive. 
K 13.3 := 2(C,,, + Kg) 
Proof: Let i := t - (1/2K& dh;““(t). Then, according to Lemma 10, 
we haveforallsE[&t]nR$,~ER~ 
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1 V(s, t, x, u) - u( Q 1’ JE(o, X(0, t, x, u))l do G (t - 0 hE(l) 
s 
(4.9) 
If r1 := t-d, $ i, then by (4.9) we have Y,(t, x) = 0, and the assertion is 
obviously valid. So for the following let zi < i. For I= (1,, 12, I,) E Z3 we 
define cubes W, := (v E R3 ) 6d1, < ui 6 6d(l, + l), i = 1,2,3} of edge-length 
6d. Further let J := (2Z)3 and k E (0, 11’ be arbitrary but fixed. Then we 
have dist( W, + j,, Wk+j,)~6dforj,,j,EJ,j,#jz, and by (4.9) it follows 
for UiE Wk+j,, i= 1, 2, 
IX(i, t, x, 01) - X(f, t, 4 u2)l 
i i 
= 
II 
V(o, t,x, u,)da- s UC, t, x, ~2) dD f f 
= ‘(V(o,t,x,u,)-u,)dc~+(i-t)(u,q) 
II- f 
- i(V(c7, t, 
s x, uz) - 02) da I 
5 
= - d2h,4’9(t). 
2K10,E 
(4.10) 
Foreveryj~JthefunctionF:[~,,t]xWk+j~R,(s,v)HIV(S,t,x,u)-ul 
is continuous by Lemma 4(i) and, as [ri, t] x W,, j is compact, there exist 
tsjY uj) E CT1 9tl x wk+j, so that F(sj, ui)=sup{F(s, u) ) (s, U)E CT,, t] x 
Wk+)]. Let such (sj, uj) be fixed and let 
tj:=inf{sE[z,,t] (Voe[s,t]:(V(o,t,x,uj)-uj(<df, jgJ, 
jk:={jeJI tj>q}, .I, := {jE.fk 1 ljl Gn}, nEN. 
NOW letj,,j2EJ,j,#j2,andforsE[i,t]:=[ti,,t]n[tj2~t] define 
x(s) := x(sT tY x9 uj,) - X(3, t, X, Ui,), V(S) := V(/(s, t, X, Uj,) - V(S, t, X, Uj,). 
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Then for s E [i, t] we have X(S) = 1” V(o) do and, by definition of the tj, 
) v(s) - v(t)l = 1 v(s, t, x, ;jl) - v(s, t, x, yj2)- (Ujl - Uj*)l 
< ( v(s~ t, X, Ujl) - Ujll + ( V(S, t, X3 Uj*) - Uj*( 
<2d6;luj,-ujJ=#‘(t)\. 
Thus the assumptions of Lemma 12 are satisfied, and together with (4.10) 
it follows for all s E: [t,,, i] n [tj,, t^] 
d2hi419(t). (4.11) 
By definition of the tj and by (4.9) we now can estimate ljnl, HEN, as 
follows 
d ljnl = C l v(tjl t, XT Uj) - Uj I
j6.in 
d 1 IV(tj, t, x, Uj)- v(i, t, X, uj)l +ilj,l. (4.12) 
jc.i, 
.-AI 
Now we define R := (5/4K,,,) d2h; 4/9(t), r := h;‘(t) RH4j5 and for jEj, 
B,(s) := B,(J’(s, t, x, u,)), 
if SE [tj, i] 
09 if SE [TV, tj[. 
By Lemma 9 we can estimate Aj as follows 
Aj 6 5 ’ IE(s, X(S, t, X, uj))I ds ‘J 
< c9,1 11 &)I1 m r + c9,2 11 ds)l13,B,,s, In~(~)+K9Rm4”)dr 
and consequently have 
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Because of (4.11) we have for SE [ri, i] that the B,(s),j~j,,, are pairwise 
disjoint and by Hoelder’s inequality and Lemma 8 we can estimate Z(s) as 
follows 
(i ) 
113 
6 qy(u l.t212’3 R3 IPC5 y)l 5’3 dy 
<h;“(t) ljn12’3 IIp(~)ll;j;<h;‘~(t) .fn12’3 K;“. 
It follows from (4.13) 
and by (4.12) one has 
1 K 
+2$5i45(4 d,d- 13’5 
2 
d&l 6A,~~,~K;‘~1~(t) h;“(t) Ijn12’3. 
As I.?,1 < cc by definition, we can resolve the inequality to lj,J, if the left- 
hand side is positive and obtain in this case 
l.Pl = lim lJ,l 
2cy,2K3j(f) h;‘y(t) A, 
“+a0 1 -K13,Jh;‘45(t) dld-‘3’5 
Because k was arbitrary, the last inequality is true for all k E (0, 1 }‘. By 
definition of the jk we have !Pi(t, X)C UkE(0,1j3 UjEjk wk+j. Therefore, 
s v,(t,x)f(fd-ddv~ IIc~llrn W3C,,{o,,,~ ljkl, from which the assertion 
follows, since ( (0, 1 }‘I = 8. 
LEMMA 14. Let QcR3, te[O, T[, O<d,<d,<t,R>O and XER~. 
Further let (2, P) be a solution of the characteristic system and define 
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Then there exists UE R3, so that Y2(t, x) c B,(C), where 
D .=g+R+ Ix-m +A k 4/g 
A2 
I 2 h, (tX 
a:=sup{IV(s,t,x,u)-ul 1 t-A,6sdt+SZ}. 
Remark. If we define for d > 0 (using the notation of Lemma 13) 
Sz :=R3\YI(t, x), then we have a<d. 
ProoJ Let t-A,<s<t-A,=:T,, UEQ, so that IX(s,t,x,u)-2(s)l 
<R, and define V := (x - J?(T~))/A~. To prove the assertion, we have to 
show JU -VI <D. We have j:* (P(r) - 6) dr = x - g(t), and by the mean- 
value theorem there exist (TIE [rz, t], i= 1, 2, 3, so that pj(aj) - vi = 
(:Xi-2.(t))/--A2 (where pi:., Yi, . . . denote the ith components of the vectors 
V,V ,... ). Setting ~:=(lr~-~,,~,, ,..., lC,+d,,ojl), we have 
<(t-s)‘X--(r)‘+A(t-s)2hE(t). 
A, 2 
Recalling Lemma 10, it follows that 
( V(r, t, x, u) - 6) dr 
I 
= qs, t,x,u)--x+(t-s) x-2(T,) A 
2 
= X(s, t,x,u)-J?(s)+f(s)-&,)+(t-Ad,-s) 
x - 2((z,) 
A 
2 
< (X(s, t, x, u) - z(s)1 + js (P(r) - 6) dr 
T2 
<R+(t-s) Ix-‘tt)l +b. . 
A2 
2 (t -s)~ h;“(t). 
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Finally we obtain 
(t-s) Iv-lq 
=ij;(u-i)drl 
$1’iv-V(r,t,x,v)ldr+ jS(V(r,t,x,u)--U)dr 
s * 
1 
<(t-s)Z+R+(t-s) Ix-Ax(tJl ; K;“.“(t-s)2h;/9(f)* 
2 
The assertion follows by dividing by (t - s) and using A2 < (t -s) <A,. 
5. CERTAIN NORMS OF DENSITIES NEAR A GIVEN TRAJECTORY 
In this section we establish a lemma, by which in section 6 we will 
estimate the influence of “high” densities near a given trajectory on its 
acceleration. This will turn out to be the crucial part of the proof. 
General Assumption 15. For the whole of Section 5 we assume 
lim h,(t)=!iiTh,(t)=co. 
t-7. 
Remark. Because of General Assumption 15 there exists a T,, E [0, r[, 
so that h,( T,) > 0. According to (3.8) there exists a K,,,, > 0, so that for all 
tE CT,, TC 
h,(t) G J&J40 (5.1) 
LEMMA 16. There exists K16 > 0, so that the following is true. Let G c R3 
and Q(x) c R3, XE G, be measurable subsets of R3, so that r := 
{(x, 0) I XEG, =Q(x)} is measurable. Further let i, t E [0, T [, i-c t. Define 
2 := sup{ 1 V(s, t, x, u)-01 1 igs<t, (x, u)er}, 
p := inf 
If p > 0, then we have 
I, Air(T) u*f(i, x, u) 4x, u) 2 (1 -KM &-“3) j-r u*f(t, x, u)d(x, 0). 
w,,= 2c7.1.2 lldl tt (c7.0.2 lldlW3.) 
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Proof: For x E G we have by Lemma 7 
Again by Lemma 7 it follows for x E G 
s I4 f(c x, u) do a(x) 
415 
u*f(t, x, u) du 
6 c7,1,2 lIdILL (c7,0,2 IlcpllY3 e3 s u’f( t, x, u) du. D(x) 
Therefore, because of V*=(u-(u- IJ’))~>u*-~ JuI Iu- VI for V,UER~ 
and using Lemma 4 (iv) and (2.5), we can estimate 
s, A,,(r) 02f(i, x, 0) 4x> u) 
= 
s V*(i, t, x, u)f(t, x, 0) 4x, 0) r 
3 s u*f(t, x, u) 0,~) I- 
-2s [ IuI lo-V(i,t,x,u)lf(t,x,u)dudx 
G Q(x) 
2 !*, U*f(t, x, 0) 4x, 0) -KM d~-l’~ lr u*f(t, x, u) d(x, u), 
and the assertion is proved. 
LEMMA 17. Let 0 <A, < A, < T, < t and N: [0, t] + R,+ be integrable. 
If there exists some b > 0, so that for all s E [T,, t] 
c N’(s - iA2) < b, 
O<i<Al/Az 
then we have for s E [ T1, t] 
s I s 
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Proof: Obviously it is sufficient o prove the assertion for s = T,. Let IZ 
be the smallest integer with A,n > t - T1 and define sI := t - (n - j) A, for 
j=O, 1 ,..., 12. Then we have O<s,<T,<s,. Setting fi:= l,,,,,,N and 
using A,/A, + 1 <24,/A,, we obtain by Hoelder’s inequality for j= 1, . . . . n 
< (44: A,b)“‘. 
It follows that 
j’ N(s) ds= i j-’ &T(s) dsd i (4A;Azb)1’3 
Tl j=l s,-l j=l 
and the assertion is proved. 
LEMMA 18. There exist K,8,1, K,,,,, T, E [To, T [, so that for all 
t E CT,, T[ and all solutions (2, V) of the characteristic system the following 
assertion is true: Define for 0 < a 6 fi, R > 0 and s E [0, T [ 
G!(s) := {x E BR($s)) I a < As, x) 6 a>, 
N,B(s) := II P(dll3,c$,9 
then for all a, /3, R > 0, a < /?, which satisfy 
(i) a 3 K;1:/6hz’15(t), 
(ii) aRp312> K:i2, Ilcpllm In, (h,(t)) h:“(t), 
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and all s E [T,, t] we have 
s I N!(o) da 6 K,,,, t lny(h,(t)) h;“‘(t) R”3a-2’g~4’g. s 
(K 18,1 = 16K,3,,(‘jZ nP3, 
K 18,2 = (4K,,,, lld ‘k;‘ 4 c7,0,2 Ild?f)5’3 & “3). 
Proof Let RI :=(4K,,,, l/~pll~~))~, Ez :=4(yn: I~cp~~oo)113 and T,E 
[To, T [, so that for all t E [T, , T [ the following conditions are satisfied 
(regard General Assumption 15 ) 
ln2j3(hb”(t)) > 1 
Ku,&‘13(t) G h,(t), 
2& h; l”(t) < t, 
(Cl) 
(C2) 
(C3) 
K13,3K, In ;2/3(hbi5(t)) <k, 
1 h - W‘WW3)(t) < ~ (K131~/6h~/15(t))8/3g, 
P 
K, ’ 
6 
K 
7 In ;2/3(hi15(t)) d i, 
2 
(C6) 
with u:= --$.A-$.$. (C7) 
Whenever we use one of these conditions, we essentially say, that the actual 
inequality is true for “large” h,(t). A nonsceptical reader can verify this 
qualitatively (regard (5.2) to obtain the “largeness” independent of a). As 
the dependencies are difficult to survey, we give exact conditions. 
Now let T, <s Q t be fixed and define (with Id(t) from Lemma 13) 
d := (&4/45(t) a1/3)5/13, 
A, := R,Z;‘(t) hF4”(t) a1’3, A, := E2 Ra-‘13, 
ti :=s-id, for Obi<A,/A2. 
W.1.o.g. we can assume a < hp( t), because G!(s) = 0 for a > hp( t) and s 6 t. 
Therefore, because of (C2) and assumption (i) we have 
ln’j3(ht”(t)) 6 Id(t) 6 lny(h,(t)). (5.2) 
505/95/2-7 
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Using again u d h,(t), we obtain by (Cl) and (C3), that A, < ti, 
Odi<d,/d,. Let for the following O<i<d,/d,, x~G!(t~) be fixed. Then 
by Lemma 13 (using the notation there) and by (5.2) and (C4) we obtain 
K13, 1 hz’9(ci) Id(li) A 1 3 
d IId m 1 - K13,3h;‘45(ti) A r d- 13” 
K13,1hz’9(t) Id(t) -K,Zal(t) hi4”(t) alI3 3 
1 -K,3,3h~/45(t)~~,I~1(t)hp4’9(t)a”3d-’3’5 
(5.3) 
Byassumption(ii)wehaved,6d,,sothatO<d,~d,~ti,O~idd,/d,. 
Define Sz := R3\!PI(ti, x), then by Lemma 14 there exists VIZ R’, so that 
Y2(ti, x) c B,(C), where 
D<d+R+ IX-‘k)l +A K,o, 4,9 . 
A2 
I 2 hp (ti). 
Because of (i) we have K,~,3/6h~“5(t) < , a, and from (C5) it follows that 
1 d= &(4/45)(5/13)(t) a5/39 < f a@ + 5)/39 _ _ a’/3. 
P 
2 2, 
Because of x E G,B( ti) c B,(@ tJ) and by (5.2), (C6), and the definition of 
A, we obtain 
1 2R K D<-a1i3+-+R ., 
K2 A2 
1 $L Z,‘(f) ,113 
and therefore 
I PCri9 x, Wh. x) f(ti,X,V)du411Pll,~~D3~~~- 8 ’ 
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We define 52;(x) := R3\( ylZ(t;, x) u !P,(t,, x)) and obtain from (5.3) 
J 
f(liv x3 u, d" 
Q,(x) 
2 
s 
R3f(fir x, 0) du - 
(J 
f(ti, x, 0) do + J f(ti9 x~ u, d” Yl(b, x) Wf,, x)
2 $ p( ti, x). (5.4) 
Finally we define ri := {(x, u) 1 x E Gi(t,), u E Q;(x)}, and by definition 
of Qi(x) and !PYz(ti, x) respectively we have 1X(., ti, x, ~)-fj 2 R on 
[ti-d,, ti-dd2] for all (x, u)E~~. Because tj~ [til-d,, fi-d2] for i<jd 
Al/AZ, it follows that X(tj, ti, x, u) $ Gf(t,) c BR(X(zj)), so that A,, ,,(r;) or 
rj = @ (where r,, of course, is defined like ri) and therefore 
As--d,, f, (ri)nAs-A,,t,(rj)=lZI. (5.5) 
As i was arbitrary, (5.5) is valid for all i #:j. 
We now use Lemma 16. The measurability of the sets Gt(t,), Q,(x) 
for x E G{(f;) and f, can easily be seen, as they are the inverse images 
of intervals in R under measurable functions (as for example u H 
SUPti--dl<Es<r, 1 V(s, ti, x, u) - ~1) or finite intersections of such inverse 
images. Further by definition of Q,(x) and ‘Yl(ti, x), respectively we have 
SUP{ ( V(Z, ti, X, u)-~1 1 S- A, <T 6 t;, (X3 U) E r;} 
<sup{(V(r, t;,x, o)-ul I t;-Al dz<ti,(X,u)Eri}<d 
and by (5.4) 
inf 
iJ Q,(x) 
f(t;,x,~)du~xeC,B(,i)} 
Linf{~p(ri,x)/xeC,,)b~.. 
Thus we obtain by Lemma 16 
J u2fb - A 1, x, 0) 4x, 0) &d,,,u-6) 
(5.6) 
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because by (i) and (C7) we have 
K,,d($ ct-“3= ~,6(~)~/3 h;(4/4%5/13) (t)a- . 8139 < ; 
By (5.4) and Lemma 7 it follows for 0 6 i ,< A ,/A, 
(N,P(ri))’ = S,u,, ) I ~(ti, XII 3 dx G P4’3 jGoct ) I P(ti, X)I 5’3 dX 
01 1 a 1 
> 
5/3 
< 8413 f(tj, x, v) dv dx 
Using (5.6), (5.5), and Theorem 6 we obtain 
( 
4 
) 
513 
< 3 c7,0,2 Ibll:s 84’3 1 j v2f(ri, x, v) d(x, v) 
OG~SA~/A~ rl 
> 
513 
P4’3 
Because of (C3) we have A, < T, , and by Lemma 17 we obtain 
z5)5’3 K,a-‘)“3 
= K,,,t(I,(t) h;19(t) Rc~‘~/I~‘~)~‘~. 
The assertion then follows by (5.2). 
6. THE EXISTENCE-THEOREM 
THEOREM 19. Let cp satisfy General Assumption 5. Then (VP) has a 
global solution, and for all E > 0 there exists a K19,E > 0, so that for all c 2 0 
we have 
h,(r) <K&l + t)5”” +&. (6.7 1 
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ProoJ: In the case lim,t.h,(t)<co or lim,t,h,(t)<cc we have (6.7) 
for all t E [0, T[ even for smaller exponents (use Lemma lo), so that by 
Proposition 11 the Theorem is proved. Thus let lirnft Tho( t) = 
lim tt T h,(t) = co, i.e., General Assumption 15 is satisfied. 
Let 6 > 0 and T, E [T, , T [, so that for all t E [T,, T[ the following 
conditions are satisfied 
In+ (h,(t)) 2 1 (*h,(t) > l), ((33) 
hy( t) 2 K,‘y9q15( t), (C9) 
j~WWW)(t) 2 K;& lbll m W,(t)) $‘3Wy ((JO) 
ln8j9(h,( t)) < hz( t). (Cl11 
Assume t E [ TZ, T[ and let (2, p) be an arbitrary solution of the charac- 
teristic system. Furter let lo/17 < q < 1 and k E N. Define for i = 0, 1, . . . . k 
1 
pi:=-(i+(k-i)q), 
k 
pi :=/q(t), 
so that (po, pl, . . . . pk) is an equidistant partition of the interval [q, 11, and 
let 
R := h,5q’9(t), r :=/t;‘(t) Rp4/*. 
By (C8) h;(t) > h;“‘(t), and therefore, using (C9) and (ClO), one can 
easily calculate that /I- 1 satisfies the assumptions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 18 
for i = 1, . . . . k. Recalling the notation given in that lemma, we obtain the 
following estimation 
s f rz N;;mJd ds d Km2 t ln2j’(h,(t)) hz’27(t) R”3/l,:2f’&‘/9 
= Kle,2t @V,(t)) h;(t), 
where ui := 6 ($- 5q/3 - 2pi_, + 4~7,). Further we have by Lemma 8 for 
SE CT2, tl 
N!““(~))’ d j- 
G,fo 
I P(S, xl’ dx 
G j-c” i R3 
1 ,o(s, x)1 5’3 dx d K;‘3h$‘3(t). 
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It follows by Lemma 9 (regard (C8)) 
Z := s:, I&, @))I ds 
~t(c,,,+K,)R-4’5+Cg,21n2j3 R 
( )I 
’ 
r 
NOB”(s) ds 
7-z 
G R, th$“(t) + c9,* ln~(h~-q(t)) 
’ 
i-2 
z@‘(s) ds+ i j’ Nj;-,(d h) 
i-1 T2 
~R,tln2/3(h,(t))h~‘9(t)+~‘,tln8j9(h,(t)) $ hzt), 
i= 1 
for suitable constants Ki;., i= 1, 2, 3. As ui is increasing in i and using (C8), 
we can continue the estimation as follows 
Z< K2t lny(h,(t)) k”,“/‘(t) + K,kt lngjg(h,(t)) h:(t). 
Optimization in q leads to q = q k :=(lOk+6)/(17k+6), so that by (Cll) 
Z~i?~th44/“/~+‘(t) 
for a suitable &, that depends on k. Because (2, P) was arbitrary, we have 
lV(s,t,x,u)-ul<ZforallsE[T,,t],x,oER3andobtain by Lemma 10 
h,(t)~h,(T,)+sup{lV(s,t,x,u)-ul I T2<~<t,x+R3} 
<h”(T,)+K4thp’9+6(t) 
< h,( T2) + K5 th?‘3 + 3S(t). 
One easily calculates, that 4q,/3 < 1 for kE N. Thus for 6 small enough, 
one can divide the last inequality by h, 4qk’3 + 36(t) and using (C8) obtain 
h’-4q”‘3-36(t)<h”(T,)+&t. ” 
Therefore, 
where w(k, 6) = l/( 1 - 4q,/3 - 36) and & is a constant that depends on k 
and via T, and (Cll) on 6. As qkJ (10/17) for k + co, we have w(k, 8)s 
(51/11) for k-co and SJO. So we have (6.7) for tE[O, T[, and the 
assertion follows by Proposition 11. 
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